EVENT
SERVICES

1 / Event Services
GAP Event Services combines the expertise of all GAP divisions to provide a complete
solution for the events industry.
The division is made up of specialists with the full backing of our other divisions: Plant Hire, Tool Hire, Lifting Hire
& Sales, Survey & Safety Hire, Welfare Services and Non-Mechanical Plant. So, whether you need crowd control
barriers for the sporting event of the summer or pedestrian trackway flooring to take thousands of festivalgoers, GAP Event Services has the hire solution for you. With an extensive range of equipment, we can facilitate
any requirement from small local events to the largest of sports, music or mass participation events.
We enjoy excellent relationships with our suppliers, allowing us to quickly and easily source specialist equipment
or develop bespoke solutions. From tower lights and portable toilets to man baskets and extension forks – we
have what you need. Our specialist events division offers a single point of contact so you can get on with running
the show.
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Barrier Systems
Sourced from our 140+ strong network of depots nationwide,
GAP Event Services has the largest stock of crowd control
and site demarcation products in the UK. Products include:
• Our brand-new product, front of stage barriers, suitable
for high level crowd control
• Crowd control barriers for creating boundaries at festivals,
sporting events and road races
• Heavy-duty barriers for football matches, concerts and
high footfall areas
• Concord or cycle barriers for the start and finish of road
events

Fencing Systems
GAP Event Services’ has a range of temporary fencing
products to allow you to secure and manage both the
public on the perimeter of your site, and the guests within
it, whilst maintaining an elegant aesthetic. These include:
• Mesh fence panels which create secure boundaries at any
type of outdoor event
• Hoarding systems which create perimeter fencing and
secure backstage areas with a zero-visibility barrier
• Fencing scrims offer an alternative to the hoarding
system to create a visual barrier and can be branded to
your specification

Our team of specialists provide a comprehensive service on
all barrier systems that we offer, covering anything from a
small one day hire to complicated site inspection surveys,
project managed installations and recoveries.

We offer a comprehensive service on all fencing products
with the help of our dedicated team of specialists.
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Crowd Control Barriers | Front of Stage Barriers |
Concord Barriers

Mesh Fencing | Hoarding | Fence Scrimmage
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Power & Lighting

Plant & Equipment

GAP Event Services offers a comprehensive range of diesel
super-silent generators, along with the newest fleet of
mobile lighting towers available.

GAP Group has been a market leading supplier in the plant
hire industry for 50 years, so you know that your event is in
good hands when using our equipment.

As well as delivering power and reliability, these products
also feature a number of environmental benefits. In
compliance with both local and European noise regulations,
our sound-proofed generators are significantly quieter
than conventional models. Our fleet of lighting towers are
amongst the most eco-friendly in the UK market today,
allowing you to save on costs while reducing your carbon
footprint.

Choose from an extensive product range, including
telehandlers, fuel and water bowsers, excavators, heaters
and much more – all maintained to our usual top-class
standard.
We take pride in working together with our customers to
ensure that they get the right equipment to make their
event run smoothly.

Our Events team works closely with partners to advise
customers on the number of generators or lighting towers
their event requires. Once you’ve selected the right
equipment for your event, we offer a complete 24-hour
back up service for total peace of mind.
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Trackway & Flooring
We can provide the most reliable and robust trackway to
deal with whatever traffic your event encounters. From
temporary roadways, pedestrian walkways and stage pads
to indoor and outdoor flooring, our systems are suited
to a range of applications and are available in plastic or
aluminium.
Trackway (Vehicular)
For more heavy-duty requirements, aluminium trackway,
available in either panels or rolls, is cross-serrated on one
side to offer maximum grip. A deeper profile on the reverse
side provides a super-strong bond with the ground. Plastic
vehicular trackway is an available alternative which provides
similar versatility with quick installation, allowing you to lay
up to 50m² an hour.
Pedestrian Flooring
Our Pedestrian Flooring systems, such as Supatrac, offer
excellent flexibility. They allow event visitors to cross any
type of terrain in a safe and secure manner, making it easier
to avoid muddy conditions. The equipment also protects
against tripping and can be installed in minutes.
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Supatrac | Track Mats | Aluminium Trackway

Welfare Services
GAP offers a diverse welfare product portfolio, all
maintained to our usual first-class standards, to make
life more comfortable at events. Hire portable chemical
toilets with cold or hot hand washing facilities or our ADA
approved wheelchair access units, which are exclusive to
GAP Welfare Services. Our urinals are ideal for events as
they help to cut down queues and waiting times. All toilets
on hire are serviced weekly - more regular services
can be arranged at an additional cost
We also stock 12’ to 20’ self-contained towable auto hybrid
welfare units which can be set up in just 45 seconds!
Once you’ve hired our products, we take care of everything
with servicing and refills as required.
All our welfare equipment meets the latest health, safety
and environment regulations. We are full members of the
PSE (Portable Sanitation Europe Ltd) and all staff are fully
trained with National Sanitation Qualifications (accredited
by RoSPA).
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Tools & Accessories
GAP has a wide range of tools and accessories to suit any
application. Our range includes new products such as SIM
radios and GPS units, as well as two-way radios, alloy
towers, pressure washers, ladders, drills, mowers, vacuums
and more. Each of our depots have an unlimited budget
with which to manage and replenish their tools stock,
ensuring that we can always provide our customers with
modern and reliable tools, quickly and efficiently; whenever
you need them.
Whether you’re setting up your event or putting those
finishing touches in place, we cater for all your needs using
the product offering and experience at our 140+ locations
across the UK.
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Two-Way Radios | Alloy Towers | Pressure Washers

Lifting Equipment
Wherever you are in the country, GAP can provide advice,
equipment and support on our full range of lifting equipment,
specifically designed for the events and entertainment
industry.
With a national team of LEEA qualified Test, Inspect and
Certify (TIC) Engineers, we can assess any item of lifting
equipment, even if it’s not our own. Our TIC service ensures
that all equipment on your site complies with the Lifting
Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER) and
Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER).
We continually invest in new lifting products and work
closely with our manufacturers to ensure we are providing
the most innovative and best quality products. We’re also
happy to provide training and equipment familiarisation to
GAP Event Services customers.
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Extension Forks | Access Cages |
Working at Height Accessories
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EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
CASE STUDY

Introduction
GAP Event Services forms part of GAP Hire Solutions, the UK’s largest independent equipment hire company with over 140
depots covering Scotland, England, Wales, Isle of Man and the Channel Islands. The Events division combines the expertise
and huge product offering of all GAP’s services. Since its formation in 2014, the Events team has built strong relationships
with our customers ensuring that repeat work is retained year-on-year by offering a high level of service combined with
competitive pricing. This has enabled a threefold increase in personnel to keep pace with demand.
The team all come from event backgrounds with the majority of experience lying in supplying Non-Mechanical equipment
such as barriers and fencing to the events market – this is where our specialty lies.

Project
In August 2018, the European Championships were partly held in Glasgow, running from 2nd – 12th August. GAP was
awarded the contract to supply all fencing and barriers for the event, across both its sporting and non-sporting venues.
Throughout the games, GAP supplied a variety of equipment including thousands of fence panels reaching 12,000 linear
meters (lm) and close to 30,000 crowd control barriers amounting to roughly 70,000lm (43.5 miles). The fencing required
for this project was vital for a number of reasons; GAP’s supplies converted all 15 venues into areas that allowed the games
to be broadcast throughout Europe, as well as ensuring the safety of everyone involved whilst facilitating the large numbers
of visitors that arrived leading up to and during the games.

Challenges/Solutions
The major challenge facing GAP was the 15 venues in and around Glasgow all required their fencing and barriers at similar
times. On top of this, many of the venues required a high volume of the equipment, which needed to be installed and quickly
recovered to facilitate the events.
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To deal with these challenges, GAP’s Events
team met with the venue managers to
undergo crucial detailed planning, scheduling
the works to ensure that they met the
various build programmes. Additionally, GAP
purchased 2,112 new fence panels and 7,600
new crowd control barriers specifically for the
Championships. There were seven GAP project
managers involved to make sure everything
ran smoothly and there were over 3,000
hours of labour completed to fulfil the road
events alone.
The Events team factored in contingencies into their planning as they were aware that there would likely be changes
onsite, due to unforeseen circumstances, that they would need to adapt to. They worked well within the tight time frames
provided and overcame any obstacles that arose. All venues were fully cleared by GAP within seven days of the games
ending, succeeding in completely clearing 5,500 barriers within five hours in one instance. This meant that GAP helped the
event managers achieve their objective of minimising the impact the games had on the daily lives and routines of Glasgow’s
residents and commuters.

Summary
Since 2014, GAP has supplied all of Glasgow City Council’s yearly events, building a strong working relationship with them
in the process. GAP’s Events team’s past experience and success working with the Commonwealth Games, that were held
in Glasgow in 2014, meant that the council’s events team was confident in choosing GAP as their first choice with its ability
to supply the European Championships successfully.
GAP’s Event Services team has the knowledge and skills to be able to supply a branded fencing solution that will withstand
strong winds. Installing this type of solution is labour intensive and has to be done to exact specification to make it work.
The result of the installations by GAP was that there were no failures of the fencing throughout the entirety of the project.
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Testimonial
Jodi Terras, the Contracts Manager for the Glasgow 2018 games, commented: “GAP Group made a significant contribution to
the success of the Championships. Working across 15 venues and providing a flexible service level allowed timely responses
to evolving requirements during design, delivery and dismantle phases of the Championships.

“

“

During the Championships, GAP Group staff maintained professional,
diligent and attentive relationships with Glasgow 2018 representatives and
third parties. We would have no hesitation in recommending GAP Group for
future events.

Get in touch
GAP’s Event Services division is made up of specialists with the full backing of all their other divisions including Plant, Tool,
Lifting & TIC, Survey & Safety, Welfare and Non-Mechanical.
From man baskets and extension forks, to breakers and impact wrenches, tower lights, generators, pedestrian trackway
flooring, portable toilets and so much more, GAP’s experienced team offers a single point of contact so you can get on with
running the show.
Any event organisers who would like to find out more about what GAP can do for them can call their specialist events team
on 0333 202 0712 or enquire via email to events@gap-group.co.uk.

0333 202 0712
events@gap-group.co.uk
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